APA Citations

Medline with Full Text


**Article from a Website with Two Authors**

Authors.

(Date of Publication ).

Title of Article.

Title of Journal, Volume, Page #s. Website’s URL


- Intext citation for a direct quote: (Egger & Coleman, 2007, p. 925)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (Egger & Coleman, 2007)

**Editorial from a Scholarly Journal with DOI**

Author.

(Date of Publication ).

Title of Editorial.

[Editorial]. Volume(Issue), Page #. Digital Object Identifier


doi:10.1177/0961203307085260

- Intext citation for a direct quote: (Hughes, 2008, p. 5)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (Hughes, 2008)

- Intext citation for a direct quote: (Sahu, 2008, p. 72)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (Sahu, 2008)

Note: The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is a unique number for academic journals, and may be located by searching the title of the article at CrossRef.